INTRODUCTION
Geologic layers exhibiting elastic HTI symmetry, in which rock physics properties vary as a function of the azimuthal direction within a horizontal bedding plane, are found in many of the world's sedimentary basins. The presence of this intrinsic HTI can result in azimuthal anisotropy (AA) of seismic wave-propagation velocities, and may be caused by a variety of physical mechanisms, including current and paleotectonic stress regimes, preferential grain alignment, vertical fracturing, and high-energy horizontal sedimentary depositional environments [e.g. Sicking and Nelan (2009)] . Alternately, seismic waves that propagate through a set of isotropic layers that have been tectonically deformed into complex 3D geologic structures may exhibit the effects of apparent AA, because waves arriving at a single receiver location propagate through a different velocity path from each azimuthal source location (O'Connell et al., 1993; Jenner, 2009 ).
The effects of both intrinsic and apparent azimuthal velocity anisotropy are observed by noting that reflection arrival times for a given subsurface point at a fixed source-receiver offset distance vary as a function of the absolute source-receiver azimuth, resulting in a map-view polar plot exhibiting noncircular traveltime contours with azimuth ( Figure 1 ). Consequently, CMP gathers that are moveout-corrected using standard isotropic normal moveout (NMO) exhibit reflection events that are flat along one azimuthal direction, but contain residual moveout curvature in a different azimuthal direction (see Figure 2 ). Although published observations of the magnitude of AA in 3D seismic data are fairly rare, anecdotal evidence suggests that P-wave azimuthal velocity anisotropy can be roughly 10% in the Northwest shelf offshore of NW Australia, 8% in Cook Inlet, Alaska, and similar values from offshore southwestern Australia, West Africa and Brazil, as well as offshore of major river systems in India. Often the fast velocity axis is aligned parallel to the regional maximum horizontal stress direction (Boness and Zoback, 2004) .
A key challenge in accurate imaging of seismic data exhibiting AA velocity effects is the ability to separately estimate the apparent AA effects caused by complex 3D velocity structure, from the intrinsic AA effects caused by HTI velocity layers. Because seismic imaging requires accurate estimates of both the 3D velocity structure and the intrinsic velocity anisotropy within layers, applying image processing operators that do not separately account for the wave-propagation physics of these mechanisms will degrade both the velocity analysis and the imaging results. Misattributing structurally induced apparent AA for intrinsic AA (or vice-versa) causes incorrect wave propagation and imaging, among other problems leading to non-geologic structural images, poor fault resolution, incorrect amplitude responses, and loss of frequency content (Williams and Jenner, 2002; Dickinson and Ridsdill-Smith, 2010) . Improved imaging in azimuthally anisotropic media requires novel processing techniques that separately or simultaneously estimate 3D subsurface velocity and anisotropy parameters, while differentiating between structural and intrinsic AA.
Partial prestack operators (i.e., those applied to data volume subsets) are computationally cheaper to implement than fully SUMMARY Seismic images of the earth's interior can be significantly distorted by complex wave propagation effects arising from 3D structural velocity variations, combined with the presence of azimuthal velocity anisotropy within some of the rock layers. Most image processing techniques attempt to separate and compensate for both of these phenomena sequentially; they rarely address both simultaneously. These approaches implicitly assume that the effects of 3D structural velocity and azimuthal anisotropy are separable, when in fact both effects are coupled together in the seismic data. The presence of strong azimuthal velocity anisotropy can lead to significant errors in estimated seismic velocity and degraded quality of subsurface images, especially for large source-receiver offsets, wide azimuths and steep geologic dips. Such imaging errors can greatly increase the uncertainty associated with exploring, characterizing, developing and monitoring subsurface geologic features for hydrocarbons, geothermal energy, CO 2 sequestration, and other important geophysical imaging applications. Our approach is to simultaneously address velocity structure and azimuthal anisotropy by development of an elliptic dip moveout (DMO) operator. We combine the structural-velocity insensitivity of isotropic DMO with elliptic moveout representative of azimuthal velocity anisotropy. Forward and adjoint elliptical DMO operators are then cascaded together to form a single elliptical moveout (EMO) operation, which has a skewed saddlelike impulse response that resembles an isotropic azimuthal moveout operator. The EMO operator can be used as a prestack data conditioner, to estimate azimuthal anisotropy in a domain that is relatively insensitive to 3D velocity structure, or to compensate and map the data back to its original prestack domain in its approximately equivalent isotropic wavefield form. We show that EMO can reduce structural dip image errors of 10-20º or more for realistic azimuthal anisotropy values at far offsets. Key words: Imaging, prestack, seismic, data processing, and azimuthal anisotropy.
anisotropic PSDM, and are commonly used in subsurface velocity/anisotropy model building. A number of AA analysis techniques employ partial prestack operators to calculate the azimuthal RMO remaining in common midpoint (CMP) gathers after isotropic NMO processing. The RMO fields computed by these NMO+RMO analyses are then used to either constrain HTI model parameters (Koren et al., 2010) or to pre-condition data toward an equivalent isotropic dataset before migration (Bishop et al., 2010; Dickinson and RidsdillSmith, 2010) . Calculating residual moveout fields in the presence of both intrinsic anisotropy and complex 3D velocity structure, though, does not fully address the problem and leads to additional complications: (1) by assuming that all observed AA is due solely to intrinsic anisotropy one may inadvertently remove true azimuthal variations associated with 3D velocity structure; and (2) examining and compensating individual CMP gathers independently does not properly treat reflector dips across the midpoint axes; both issues are vital for subsequent migration imaging. Accordingly, this NMO+RMO process can easily result in (1) erroneous subsurface models and/or (2) data volumes with incorrect wavefield dips, both leading to incorrect wave propagation and suboptimal migration image focusing. Interleave of data sets acquired along the fast and slow HTI axes after applying isotropic NMO with velocity equal to the fast axis. Minimal difference between the two data sets occurs near zero offset; however, at farther offsets the slow axis data set is undercompensated by the isotropic NMO operator causing time.
An alternate approach is to apply an isotropic migration to the AA data before RMO to correct for the 3D structural component, and then apply azimuthal RMO analysis to the migrated image gathers in order to estimate the AA parameters. In this approach the intrinsic AA velocities can be misinterpreted to be 3D structural velocity variations, and often the process does not converge, resulting in images that are poorly focused in some azimuthal directions. A common symptom is that faults that appear to well imaged in one azimuthal direction, are poorly imaged or discontinuous in the orthogonal azimuthal direction (Bishop et al., 2010) .
One way to potentially address these simultaneous AA complications, but still preserve computational efficiency, is by the adaptation of dip moveout (DMO) operators that correct for structure to also include AA. Research published in the 1990s demonstrated that anisotropic DMO operators can effectively decouple the structural velocity and intrinsic components for elliptical anisotropic media (in which the polar-plot travel-time contours are elliptical with azimuth) (Uren et al., 1990 ) and for more general anisotropic media within the symmetry plane(s) (Anderson and Tsvankin, 1997) . Based on this reasoning, we propose that anisotropic DMO operators should be introduced into pre-migration NMO+RMO analyses to accommodate 3D geologic structural complexity when estimating HTI models or removing HTI effects by data conditioning.
We propose that data conditioning and regularization by cascading elliptical azimuthal anisotropic NMO+DMO operators, followed by adjoint/inverse isotropic DMO+NMO, better honours isotropic wave-equation migration imaging physics in the presence of 3D structure and intrinsic HTI than conventional NMO+RMO approaches. We argue that this data processing scheme, herein termed elliptical moveout (EMO), represents an elliptical HTI media extension of the isotropic AMO operator (Biondi et al., 1998) .
AZIMUTHAL ANISOTROPY PROCESSING
Recognizing that both intrinsic anisotropy and 3D velocity structure can contribute to observed AA in seismic data motivates us to symbolically define a general earth model as m S,A , where combined subscripts S and A represent the structurally induced apparent anisotropy and the intrinsic anisotropy components, respectively. (We focus on elliptical HTI media to simplify theory and clarify discussion.) AA data d S,A are generated by a forward modelling operator, 
where ≈ emphasizes that the adjoint operator is similar to, but not the equivalent of, the inverse operator, and thus the image is an incomplete representation of the true model.
The accuracy by which subsurface images are reconstructed depends on both how accurately the components m 0,A and m S,0 represent the true HTI medium and velocity structure, respectively, and how well the migration imaging operator F † S,A propagates the wavefield in the fully anisotropic 3D velocity model m S,A . Although the most accurate approach is obtained by using fully prestack anisotropic operators, for reasons discussed above we are motivated to find alternate partial prestack operators (L and L † ) that approximately decouple the structural S and intrinsic anisotropy A effects. nd International Geophysical Conference and Exhibition, 26-29 February 2012 -Brisbane, Australia
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One end-member approximation is to first ignore the contribution of intrinsic HTI anisotropy by assuming that most AA effects are caused by 3D velocity structure alone. This effectively sets A=0 to represent a purely structural data set d S,0 ≡d S,A=0 suitable for isotropic migration imaging: L † S,0 d S,A ≈I S,0 . (3) A key consequence of this approximation is that any velocity model estimated from data containing HTI layers would contain smeared azimuthal averages that, when used for migration, would cause inaccurate wave propagation and imaging at all azimuths especially for large offset data.
The other end-member approximation is to first assume zero structural dip (i.e. flat layering) such that the observed AA is caused by intrinsic HTI anisotropy alone. This assertion effectively sets S=v(z). One could then apply an NMO+RMO process that estimates and applies the azimuthal travel-time corrections necessary to remove residual AA time shifts from NMO-corrected CMP gathers, d v(z),A . This data conditioning operation removes the anisotropic component to approximate an isotropic data set, d S,0 , which could be imaged with an isotropic migration algorithm. A flaw in this approach is that any apparent AA effects caused by 3D velocity structure will be misinterpreted as intrinsic HTI and incorrectly removed prior to migration imaging, leading to poorly focused images.
The above procedural steps involve sequential application of three operators: isotropic NMO (or N i ) to correct for the azimuthally averaged isotropic component of offset moveout; residual elliptical RMO (or R e ) to remove the remaining azimuthal variations with offset; and adjoint (inverse) NMO (or N † i ) to reintroduce the isotropic offset moveout. This process leads to an approximate isotropic data set dˆS ,0 dˆS ,0 ≡ N † i R e N i d S,A , (4) which has been pre-conditioned to be more suitable for the subsequent isotropic migration imaging: L † S,0 dˆS ,0 ≈I S,0 .
(5) The principle limitation of NMO+RMO approaches is their inaccuracy in the presence of dipping structural geology. Because NMO operators assume zero structural dip and treat each midpoint independently, they cannot correctly map data back to zero offset unless one applies a full DMO operator to move dipping wavefield energy across the midpoint dimensions. Altering wavefield traveltime moveout with RMO operators in the middle of NMO cascade (i.e. N † i R e N i ) yields incorrect prestack wavefields in the presence of geologic dip.
The limited applicability of NMO+RMO approximations in the presence of both 3D structure and HTI media motivates us to develop elliptical AA NMO and DMO operators that can be cascaded together to form more accurate data conditioning/regularization processes. The key steps in our formulation are: (1) transforming data to zero offset through a cascade of elliptical AA NMO and DMO operators; and (2) mapping data back to non-zero offset using AA DMO and NMO inverse operators with different ellipticity parameters. One useful option for step (2) could be to use isotropic DMO and NMO inverse operators to map data back to azimuthally isotropic surfaces. These steps form a data conditioning procedure: 
The result of applying the partial prestack operators specified in equation 6 is a data set approximately independent of the HTI model m S,0 -more so than that computed by NMO+RMO operators because of a more accurate dip treatment.
The error cause by using isotropic D i in place of anisotropic D e is determined by the particular set of observed anisotropy, acquisition offset and azimuth, and structural dip parameters ([ε 0 ,|h 1 |,α-γ 0 ,θ e ], respectively). When using D i instead of D e in a homogeneous medium, it is straightforward to examine sensitivity of the dip misplacement error ∆θ=θ d -θ e to each parameter. The top panel of Figure 3 presents the ∆θ dip error as a function of the difference between observation azimuth and the velocity fast axis (α-γ 0 ) for |h|=4.0 km absolute offset. Assuming that the fast axis is oriented at γ 0 =45º and the true dip angle of θ e =30º, we observe that the local extrema in ∆θ coincide with γ 0 and γ 0 +90º for each of the six plotted ellipticity parameters. Additional tests illustrate that this dip misplacement error grows with increasing absolute offset. Overall, the fast-axis orientation tests indicate that the difference between the anisotropy fast axis and acquisition directions has a significant impact for imaging in HTI media. The second test investigates the angular dip error arising when using the incorrect operator for a range of true dip angles (θ e =[0º,60º]). The bottom panel of Figure 3 present the results again at |h|=4.0 km. We assume that the acquisition and anisotropy fast axis orientation are aligned in order to produce the maximum effect. We calculate the maximum deviation curves for the same six ellipticity parameters used in the previous test. As expected, zero error occurs for flat-lying reflectors; however, deviations grow monotonically as the true dip angle increases, again potentially creating imaging problems in HTI media.
THE EMO OPERATOR
The characteristics of how the DMO operator pair are employed in the EMO operator alluded to in Equation 6 suggest that EMO can be characterized as an elliptical AA extension of the isotropic AMO operator. By using the DMO operators developed in Anderson and Tsvankin (1997) and following the reasoning found in Appendix A of Biondi et al. (1998) , we find that the EMO operator can also be cascaded mathematically and applied as a single operation. The top panel in Figure 4 shows the saddle-like impulse response for a sample azimuth assuming an observed ellipticity of ε 0 =0.1 (Figure 1 ). The bottom panel shows the corresponding AMO response (ε 0 =0) for the same azimuth. Both operators move data across the time, midpoint, absolute offset and azimuth axes; however, the ellipticity ε 0 and azimuthal orientation can significantly alter the shape of the EMO saddle. Important for imaging, the greatest effect observed where the elliptical velocity function changes most rapidly (Figure 1 ).
The similarity of the anisotropic EMO and isotropic AMO impulse responses suggest that EMO can be used in a similar manner as conventional AMO: 1) conditioning data from an elliptical AA symmetry-axis orientation to an approximately isotropic equivalent; and 2) regularizing data by mixing traces across midpoint and offset to generate a more evenly distributed data volume that can improve imaging results, as demonstrated by AMO examples (Clapp, 2006) . 
CONCLUSIONS
Current NMO+RMO seismic data processing techniques for AA data, used to either estimate HTI model parameters or to remove the effects of wave propagation through HTI media, commonly assume zero-dip (flat layer) geologic structure in the process. The underlying assumptions result in contaminated estimates of HTI parameters and the 3D velocity structure when both are present, resulting in poorly focused subsurface images. In elliptical HTI media, elliptical DMO operators can be used to correct for the combined effects of dipping structure and anisotropy, and represent an important correction to any HTI data conditioning/regularization processes based on partial prestack operators. Foregoing the use of elliptical DMO operators can lead to significant errors in the dip angles of imaged reflections in the presence of HTI media, where the magnitude of the error depends on the acquisition geometry azimuth relative to the fast velocity symmetry axis, the absolute source-receiver offset distance, the degree of HTI ellipticity, and true reflector dip. The EMO operator approximately corrects for these effects and allows for conditioning or regularization of elliptical AA data. The analogy between the anisotropic EMO and isotropic AMO operators suggests that EMO operators can condition data from an elliptical AA symmetry to an isotropic equivalent, or regularize data by trace mixing across midpoint and offset.
